
National Average Mortgage Rates

Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 6.87% -0.02 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.32% -0.01 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.33% 0.00 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.05% 0.00 0.00

5/1 ARM 6.59% +0.01 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 6.77% -0.09 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.05% -0.11 0.00

Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

30 Yr. Fixed 7.00% -0.03 0.60

15 Yr. Fixed 6.63% +0.07 0.61

30 Yr. FHA 6.87% -0.03 0.92

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.13% +0.02 0.38

5/1 ARM 6.22% -0.16 0.60
Rates as of: 7/23

Recent Housing Data
Value Change

Mortgage Apps Jul 10 206.1 -0.19%

Building Permits Mar 1.46M -3.95%

Housing Starts Mar 1.32M -13.15%

New Home Sales Mar 693K +4.68%

Pending Home Sales Feb 75.6 +1.75%

Existing Home Sales Feb 3.97M -0.75%

Americans Sitting on Trillions in Tappable
Equity
Americans are sitting on a nearly unprecedented level of untapped wealth -
or maybe sitting IN it is more to the point.  A report from Black Knight notes
the first quarter of this year saw the "tappable" equity Americans have in
their homes rose at what could be a record pace.  The company says tappable
equity growth is a different metric than simple equity growth as it is the
amount that homeowners can actually use. That is, it is the amount of a
home's value that can be borrowed against before reaching a combined loan-
to-value (CLTV) ratio of 80 percent.

Tappable equity grew by $380 billion in the first quarter of 2018.  That 7
percent increase is the largest single quarter growth in Black Knight's
records, which go back to 2005.  Equity growth is usually greatest in the first
and second quarters of each year, but the first quarter growth this year was
nearly 30 percent greater than the same quarter in 2017.  And, as the chart
below shows, second quarter growth has exceeded first quarter growth for
five of the last six years.
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Builder Confidence Mar 51 +6.25%

Value Change
Homeowners nationwide have a total of $5.8 trillion in tappable equity and that number has increased by 16.5 percent or
$820 billion over the last 12 months.  The total is the highest ever recorded and is 16 percent higher than at the previous
peak of home prices in mid-2006.

Another report earlier this month, this one from CoreLogic put total equity at $15 trillion.  This was an increase of $544
billion during the first quarter and $544 billion year-over-year.

This equity growth is, or course, being driven by rising home prices.  Black Knight puts that growth at 2.5 percent in just the
first three months of this year. This works out to an increase of $6,900 for the median priced home in the first quarter and
$14.700 compared to the first quarter of 2017.  The average homeowner has $113,900 in tappable equity. As we will see in a
minute however, those averages are misleading.

A decline in LTV's also plays a role; the national average is now 52 percent.  CoreLogic pointed out that the growth in
mortgage debt turned negative in 2008 and remained so until 2015 and has increased only slowly since then. From the first
quarter of 2017 to the first quarter of this year it grew by $280 billion, much more slowly than home values. It is now
estimated at $10.1 trillion.

Black Knight says nearly 70 percent of the equity gain in the first quarter is tappable, assuming a cap of 80 percent in
combined CLTV.  However, there is a significant disincentive for equity-rich homeowners to refinance.  Nearly 80 percent of
the total tappable equity is held by homeowners who hold first mortgages with interest rates below 4.5 percent and 60
percent is held by homeowners whose mortgages rates are below 4.0 percent.

 

 

This should be an attractive market for lenders' offering home equity lines of credit or HELOCS. Not only do these
homeowners have significant equity and first mortgages they may be reluctant to give up, but 70 percent of homeowners
with interest rates below the current levels have credit scores above 760.
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However, as stated earlier, the wealth represented by increasing equity is very unequally distributed.  San Jose, for example,
has seen the average mortgaged home gain $191,500 in tappable equity in the last year, more than twice the average in any
other market. The metro area is estimated to have the 4  largest pool of such equity in the country, $336,000 billion, despite
being the 34  largest metro in population.  The average per mortgaged homeowner is $695,000.  

As can be seen from the map below, several other California cities as well as other area on both coasts, in Texas, and a few in
the Midwest have benefitted disproportionately from the rise in equity, while in most parts of the country there have been
considerably lower gains, or none at all.
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FIX Your Rate, Cash Out, Purchase, Reverse. Text or Call 949-887-
7289
Breton is a Branch Manager & Sr Loan Officer at the top of his field for over 15 years. Transparency & treating people like

family is how he has built a solid network of referral & repeat business over the years. Candor and expertise is how he

communicates & consistently closes on time getting the best loan possible. With Geneva Financials’ wide array of products

& its seamless, straightforward process he will be able to find you the best mortgage structured the right way. With a

positive attitude, Breton is consummate pro who is honest, upfront & shoots it to you straight. 949-887-7289

Proudly Licensed in: AZ, CA, CO, CT, DC, DE, GA, ID, HI, IN, KS, LA, MA, MD, MI, MN, ND, NH, NJ, NV, NY, OR, PA, VA,

WA. Also Licensed as a Mortgage Broker BRE 02046074

BRETON MACDONALD 
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